Clean Up Your Data Act with
TM
LoadSpring ProjectINTEL
Keep Dirty Project Data From Muddying
Your Business Intelligence
It’s hard to make intelligent business decisions if the data you use isn’t
trustworthy. And yet, countless enterprises make poor business decisions every
day because their data is poor quality, incomplete, ill-formatted, siloed, or simply
not relevant.
Lucky for you, LoadSpring ProjectINTELTM provides insights and control over all of
your application data for better business intelligence. Our proprietary technology
quickly and easily extracts, cleans, and builds a quality data lake you can trust.
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Here’s how we do it in
MONTHS - not years
PHASE 1: From Dirty Data to a Trusted Data Lake in Three Months
This phase explores your data and data sources. We help identify strategic
business questions, pinpoint key applications and projects, then begin data
extraction. At the end of this phase, we give you a snapshot of data lessons,
provide recommendations for revenue growth, and turn over the keys to
your sparkling new data lake.

PHASE 2: Data Exploration & Refinement (Months 3-6)
We collaborate with you to refine data filters and models, creating a solid
data strategy. All the lessons from Phase One are used to augment the data
identified during the cleaning process. Upon completing this phase, you can
trust the quality & quantity of data and make better-informed decisions.

PHASE 3: Data Analysis & Visualization (Months 6-12)
We help refine your filters and aid your teams in mastering the data
process. Lessons learned help answer the business questions identified in
Phase One. Then we work together to make sure your clean data is ready
for intelligence visualization tools such as LoadSpringANALYTICS.
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How it works
LoadSpring ProjectINTEL’s proprietary methodology extracts raw
data from project applications, then cleans and builds a filtered
data lake that’s truly usable during all three phases

1 EXTRACT
This process extracts application data that’s relevant to your most
pressing business concerns. Using a configurable strategy, we
image your production data and extract what’s most relevant. Rest
assured, you own the data. We never modify any information in your
production database.

CLEAN
DIRTY

2 CLEAN
The clean process tags data as either clean, dirty, or ignored.
Ignored data goes no further because it doesn’t provide meaningful
analysis. Dirty data is tagged and remapped by our proprietary autoremediation tool. The system is totally configurable, so you can add or
disregard data quality or filter rules as needed. Auto-remediated data,
once tagged, now functions like clean data and can move on to the
“Build” step.

3 BUILD
The build process inspects clean and auto-remediated data to build
a homogenous data lake. The resulting data set exposes sourceagnostic project records that can be used for analysis. The structure
of the tables within the data lake follows industry best practices for
analyzing project data. You can access your data lake at any point and
hook up your BI tools to create visualizations and dashboards. Result?
Your organization’s business questions are answered quickly and
easily. Plus, you’re always in charge of how your data is filtered. At your
discretion, dirty data can be remediated and added back into the pond
at any time.
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Take intelligence
to the next level
LoadSpringANALYTICSTM is the next phase in your data journey.
Now you can easily harness statistical models to improve business
intelligence, predictive analytics, and ROI. LoadSpringANALYTICS
provides a seamless transition to realized data so you can:

Uncover insights and
see patterns within
complex data sets

Easily convey
data to others

Reduce human error
when stitching data
sources together
Make better,
faster, TRUER
business decisions

It’s time to harness smarter BI.
Let LoadSpring ProjectINTEL and LoadSpringANALYTICS turn
project data into your intelligence advantage.
Contact Us »
P: +1.978.685.9715 US | P: +44.800.088.5889 UK
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